UniSIM picked to host S’pore’s 3rd law school

Part-time degree course to focus on criminal and matrimonial law

By SANDRA DAVIE

SINGAPORE'S only private university, SIM University (UniSIM), has been picked to host the third law school in the city-state.

The part-time under-graduate degree course, which will open in July, will take in about 180 students.

While it will be a general law degree, the law school in Clementi will be designed to appeal to part-time students, said Mr Heng Swee Keat, who announced the new school yesterday.

It is envisaged that this third law school, launched by EducCorp Ltd, will provide Singaporeans interested in taking an applied learning approach to a career in the law more opportunities and a new pathway to get a niche degree.

Varios offering more pathways

NUS dean Eric Sng said it was important for students to develop practical skills as they sought new pathways into law, especially in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Mr Heng noted that the two existing law schools would complement each other. While there were similarities, there were also differences in the offerings, he said.

Part-time options will be a feature of the new school. NUS law dean Yeo Tiong Min said part-time learning would allow students to combine their studies with work.

NUS would like to see more part-time offerings in the education sector, he said, adding that it remained committed to developing a strong part-time learning offering in the next few years.

UniSIM president Cheong Hee Choon said the law school would allow students to combine work and study.

He noted that the university’s aim is to develop best-in-class teaching and learning, and strong industry links to provide the unique teaching it has developed and strong industry links to provide the unique teaching it has developed and strong industry links to provide the unique teaching it has developed.

Mr Heng said he was confident that the new school would be able to secure the resources to distinguish itself and that the school can secure the resources to distinguish itself.

He said he was confident that the new school would be able to secure the resources to distinguish itself and that the school can secure the resources to distinguish itself.

However, he added, the school would have to compete with the other two law schools.

Mr Heng said he was confident that the new school would be able to secure the resources to distinguish itself and that the school can secure the resources to distinguish itself.

The Ministry of Law will work with the legal industry.

It is envisaged that this third law school games to provide Singaporeans interested in taking an applied learning approach to a career in the law more opportunities and a new pathway to get a niche degree.

Lawyer Raphael Louis, who worked as a construction lawyer in Australia, said the third law school could provide a niche degree.

He said the new offerings by UniSIM will appeal to part-time students, including those who have already completed their A-level examination.

Law schools at the National University of Singapore (NUS), the Singapore Management University (SMU) and the Singapore Institute of Technology (SIT) currently host law schools.

SIT president Tan Thiam Soon said the school had picked UniSIM because it was able to provide something distinctive.
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